
...By using the new wireless and batteryless 
Harmony XB5R pushbutton, the Schneider 
Electric innovation adapted to packaging and 
conveying lines.

>  In the food & beverage industry, conveying lines can 
have bottling traffic jams.

>  The conveyor stops, and the operator has to clear the 
jam and restart the machine.

>  Quicker restarts give better productivity.

How do you optimize a new pushbutton
installation on your bottling line ?

Customer: HENNESSY
Type: End-user
Market segment: Food & Beverage
Machine: Bottles conveyor
Application: Restart conveyor
Product: Harmony XB5R

Harmony Application



Harmony Application> Problem facing the customer 
To maintain a high level of productivity, the restart command must be 
close to the jam.

If an additional restart button has to be installed, its implementation 
with a traditional wired push button can be: 
- High cost of adding additional wired pushbutton stations
- New installation requires additional cabling
- Difficulty to access the cable tray
- Long cabling from the electrical cabinet to the jam location
- Significant maintenance time required

> The innovative Schneider Electric solution 
The wireless and batteryless Harmony XB5R pushbutton provides 
an innovative and cost effective solution for implementing additional 
restart functions on bottling, packaging and conveying lines. 

> No need to access to the cable tray
> No more cable between the electrical cabinet and the jam location
> Easy and fast task for the maintenance team

This innovation is also the right answer for OEM, providing machine 
flexibility and allowing additional controls at a low cost.

Ready to use pack Harmony XB5RFA02, comprising:
• 1 transmitter with ZB5 head
• 1 programmable receiver with 2 output relays 
+ 1 XALD01 enclosure (to order separately).

Transmitter (T)
Receiver (R)
Distance (T/R)

Embedded   I   Mobile   I   Fixed
Located inside the electrical cabinet
20 m*

* for info: traditionnal wirring would need approximatively 35m of cable

> Other customer benefits 
• Possibility to easily move the pushbutton location
> Enhancement of ergonomics

• No battery to monitor and replace
> Permanent availability 

• Wireless technology allows operator mobility
> Productivity improvement

Customer’s view
it was really easy to implement your 
product and I never hear about it

Hennessy Maintenance manager (France)

Schneider Electric Industries SAS

Head Office
35, rue Joseph Monier – CS 30323
F92506 Rueil-Malmaison Cedex
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www.schneider-electric.com

Due to evolution of standards and equipment, characteristics indicated in the text and images
in this document are not binding only after confirmation by our departments.
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